In Drosophila melanogaster, there is an excess of genes duplicated by retroposition from the X chromosome to the autosomes. Most of those retrogenes that originated on the X chromosome have testis expression pattern. These observations could be explained by natural selection favoring genes that avoided spermatogenesis X inactivation or by sexual antagonistic effects favoring the fixation of male beneficial mutations on the autosomes. If natural selection played the essential role in distributing male-related genes, then the out-of-the-X chromosomal gene movement should not be limited to retrogenes. Here, we studied DNA-based interchromosome gene movement patterns by analyzing relocated genes that were previously identified in 12 Drosophila genome sequences. We found a significant excess of gene movement out of the X chromosome. In addition, we were able to extend previous retrogene movement analysis to species and branches other than those involving D. melanogaster, confirming the pervasiveness of gene movement out of the X chromosome. Also, for X chromosome-to-autosome (X!A) movement, we observed high testis expression of relocated genes as opposed to the low testis expression of parental genes, corroborating the involvement of the male germ line on the gene movement process. These analyses of both DNA-based and RNA-based gene relocations reveal that the out-of-the-X movement of testisexpressed genes is a general pattern in the Drosophila genus.
Genes that are differentially expressed in females and males (in somatic tissues or gonads) have been extensively identified in various species, including worm (Reinke et al. 2000) , fruitfly Parisi et al. 2003 Parisi et al. , 2004 Ranz et al. 2003) , mouse (Khil et al. 2004) , and human (Wang et al. 2005 ). Intriguingly, genes that are highly expressed in males (in somatic tissues or testis of flies and late spermatogenic cells of mammals) are under-represented on the X chromosome Parisi et al. 2003 Parisi et al. , 2004 Ranz et al. 2003; Khil et al. 2004) . One possible evolutionary mechanism that explains the demasculinization of the X chromosome is the movement of malebiased genes out of X chromosome into the autosomes. The existence of such gene movement has been supported by the study of retrogene movement patterns in fly and mammals (Betrán et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004 ). Retroposition can create new genes through the reverse transcription of mRNAs, followed by insertion in the genome. These new genes (retrogenes) can be inserted into new genomic positions and could be a source of new functions (Long et al. 2003) . Retrogene studies have demonstrated that there is a significant excess of retrogenes generated by X-linked parental genes escaping to the autosomes (Betrán et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004) . Moreover, those retrogenes that escape the X have a higher potential to be expressed in testis and develop a male-biased expression likely driven by positive selection (Betrán et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004) . Recently, other studies were able to expand the number of retrogenes (Bai et al. 2006; Dai et al. 2006) and to analyze the age of the retrotransposition events using the 12 Drosophila genomes (Bai et al. 2006) . Meanwhile, Sturgill et al. (2007) have shown that the X chromosomes of the other six Drosophila species have an under-representation of male-biased genes. Remarkably, they also found that the neo-X chromosome in D. pseudoobscura has recently developed a paucity of X-linked male-biased genes.
The excess of retroposed genes that have moved from the X chromosome to the autosomes and the paucity of X-linked malebiased genes could be explained by natural selection favoring genes that avoided spermatogenesis X-inactivation or by sexual antagonism (Lifschytz and Lindsley 1972; Rice 1984; Charlesworth et al. 1987; Wu and Xu 2003) . On one hand, inactivation of X-linked genes in the male germ line would favor accumulation of male-related genes on the autosomes because they could still be expressed if they are not located on the X chromosome (Lifschytz and Lindsley 1972; Betrán et al. 2002) . Alternatively, the sexual antagonism hypothesis proposes that the X chromosome demasculization is a product of the longer time spent by the X chromosome in females rather than males (Rice 1984; Wu and Xu 2003) . Additionally, population genetic studies have shown that the sexual antagonism hypothesis predicts that the probability of fixing a mutation with beneficial effects in males and harmful effects in females on the X chromosome or on the autosomes will, respectively, depend on its recessive or dominant genetic status (Charlesworth et al. 1987) . Contrasting Drosophila findings, different aspects of those selective hypotheses, have been extensively studied in mammals (Khil et al. 2004) . Genes expressed during mitotic phases are enriched on the X chromosome as predicted for sexually antagonistic recessive mutations, whereas those expressed later in spermatogenesis are enriched on autosomes in agreement with meiotic male germ line X inactivation (Khil et al. 2004) .
If natural selection, rather than the mutation process, played the essential role in distributing sex-biased genes, then the pattern of interchromosomal gene movement should not be limited to retrogenes. The out-of-the-X movement pattern should also affect genes created by other processes causing gene movement, including DNA level mechanisms like illegitimate recombination and TE-intermediated transposition (Li 1997; Long et al. 2003; Betrán et al. 2004; Arguello et al. 2007 ). Since DNA-based mechanisms do not require an intermediate RNA step, they may be more likely to happen during evolution . Thus, the movement pattern of genes generated by DNA-based mechanisms may represent a more general picture of gene movement in the genome and can further be used to test the role of natural selection in distributing genes in the genome.
Although Drosophila male-biased gene chromosomal distribution (Parisi et al. 2003 (Parisi et al. , 2004 Ranz et al. 2003; Sturgill et al. 2007 ) and D. melanogaster retrogene chromosomal movement have been extensively studied (Betrán et al. 2002; Bai et al. 2006; Dai et al. 2006 ), the movement pattern of genes caused by DNA-based mechanisms has not been analyzed. In contrast to RNA-based movement, like retrogenes, where the offspring gene is a single-exon gene and the parental gene contains multiple exons, DNA-based movement does not have obvious features to distinguish derived from ancestral states, which are necessary to identify the direction of the movement. However, the availability of genomic sequences for 12 Drosophila species (Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium 2007), and the respective syntenic information, allowed us to date DNA-based gene movements and to identify the ancestral gene. With this information we were able to identify the direction of movement and study the movement pattern of genes generated by mechanisms other than just retroposition.
Here, we studied DNA-based interchromosome gene movement patterns by analyzing relocated genes that were previously identified in the 12 Drosophila genome sequences (Bhutkar et al. 2007 ). We found a significant excess of gene movement out of the X chromosome. Furthermore, we were able to extend previously RNA-based movement analysis to species and branches other than those involving D. melanogaster, confirming the pervasiveness of gene movement out of the X chromosome. We also observed a trend of high testis expression of X chromosome-to-autosome (X!A) relocated genes opposing the low testis expression of their parental genes, which corroborates the suggestion that the underlying force behind this movement involves the male germ line. We thus have shown that biased movement from the X chromosome to the autosomes is common to gene relocations that have occurred through both DNA-and RNA-based mechanism.
Results and Discussion
We used genes that were identified as being positionally relocated across Muller elements (Bhutkar et al. 2007 ) as the primary data set to look for gene movement between chromosomes. Direction was assigned whenever derived and ancestral states were clearly identified using phylogenetic information (Methods) (Fig. 1) . Since relocated genes sometimes represent the only copy of the gene in the derived species or branch, we could not distinguish between gene duplication (that can be followed by gene loss) and gene translocation. Hence, we identified both situations as gene movement or relocations. Gene interchromosome relocations were classified as RNA and DNA based, depending on the mechanism underlying the movement. In addition, the movement pattern was also assessed separately for external branches, using a similar approach Petrov et al. (1996) to detect possible recent evolutionary patterns. Finally, we also performed functionality tests based on a Likelihood Ratio Test framework and found that the majority (87%) of the relocated genes tested show significant functional constraint (Methods; Supplemental Table 1) .
RNA-based movement out of the X chromosome
RNA-based movement represents ;25% of the data set of interchromosome relocations. We excluded all gene movements involving the branches leading toward D. melanogaster to determine whether the gene movement out of the X was also found for the other Drosophila species and branches. In agreement with what was previously found for D. melanogaster retrogenes (Betrán et al. 2002; Bai et al. 2006; Dai et al. 2006) , we observed an excess of relocations out of the X chromosome, even for external branches (x 2 test: P = 1.32 3 10 À8 , P = 6.27 3 10
À6
, respectively) ( Table 1 ). Hence, the observation of an excess of out-of-the-X gene movement has been extended to other Drosophila lineages, in agreement with the selective advantage hypothesis.
DNA-based movement out of the X chromosome
If there is a selective advantage for gene relocation out of the X chromosome, we would expect to observe this movement pattern for other types of gene relocation beside retroposition. Hence, we decided to investigate the pattern of chromosome DNA-based gene relocations. In agreement with previous studies , we found that DNA-based relocations outnumber RNAbased events, corresponding to 75% of our data set. We found a significant excess of DNA-based relocations out of the X chromosome ( ). The pattern also can be individually observed for most species where there were enough numbers of relocations (Fig. 2 ). There are a few species and branch exceptions to this trend, namely D. simulans, D. willistoni, and branches H and D (Fig. 2) , on which selective forces might be relaxed. Alternatively, additional selective forces, such as those driving sexual antagonistic recessive mutations, might have governed relocations more often to the X chromosome (Charlesworth et al. 1987) . D. simulans is a clear out-of-the-X pattern outlier, bearing ;70% autosome-to-autosome relocations (most Muller D to Muller C relocations). There is no specific evidence to explain why those particular species or branches are subject to different selective forces. So, further careful investigation on those particular lineages could shed more light on our observation.
One hypothesis can be proposed that the different recombination rate might impact the insertion of new gene duplicates. Therefore, the chromosomes that are associated with different recombination rate could have different amounts of new gene duplicates. However, the fourth chromosome and autosomes that differ significantly in recombination rates (Berry et al. 1991; Wang et al. 2002) have a similar level of new duplicate polymorphisms (Emerson et al. 2008 ) rejecting this hypothesis. Transposable elements (TE), on the other hand, seem to play a significant role in the generation of new duplicate copies, suggesting an underlying replication-involved molecular mechanism (Fiston-Lavier et al. 2007; Yang 2007) . No significant difference in TE frequency was observed between X chromosome and autosome (Bergman et al. 2006 ). These analyses do not support the mechanistic interpretation for the observed pattern of the out-of-X gene movement.
Movement out of the neo-X chromosomes
After D. willistoni speciation and after the Drosophila obscura group split, independent fusions between Muller elements D and A occurred (Tamura et al. 2004; Richards et al. 2005) . Since then, the fused Muller D has started to segregate as a neo-X chromosome (Tamura et al. 2004; Richards et al. 2005) . Interestingly, we found also an excess of RNA-and DNA-based movements out of the neo-X chromosome (Table 3) . Except, again, for D. willistoni, all species and branches involved in these chromosome fusions present such a trend. It seems that as soon as genes located in the Muller D element became sex linked, selective forces drove their relocation to the autosomes.
Male expression
Most of D. melanogaster retrogenes that originated on the X chromosome have testis expression patterns (Betrán et al. 2002; Bai et al. 2006; Dai et al. 2006 ). These observations could be explained by natural selection favoring genes that avoided the spermatogenesis X-inactivation or by sexual antagonistic effects favoring the fixation of male-biased dominant mutations on the autosomes ( 
The use of D. melanogaster data precludes the direct and pairwise expression comparison between relocated and ancestral copies, since only one relocation is a duplication, i.e., has both copies present in D. melanogaster (otu [CG12743], CG3251; Supplemental Table 1 ). However, we compared X!A to A! (i.e., autosomes to autosomes or to the X chromosome) expression separately for each data set (parental and relocated copies) (Tables 4, 5). For DNA-based relocated copies, we observed a higher malebiased expression for X!A movement in comparison to A! (Table  4) , although not significant due to small sample size. However, we found the statistically significant opposite pattern for DNA-based parental copies. X!A parental copies have significant lower malebiased expression compared with A! cases (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.03; Table 4 ). The same trend is observed for our RNA-based relocations (Fisher's exact test, P # 0.001; Table 5 ). These results are in agreement with lower male-biased expression on the X chromosome, favoring the accumulation of male-related genes on autosomes and suggest that evolutionary forces acting on the testis are involved in the movement out-of-the-X.
In conclusion, our analyses revealed that gene relocation out of the X chromosome into the autosomes is a general phenomenon occurring for both DNA-based and RNA-based gene relocations. Such an observation rules out any mutational biased intrinsic related to the retroposition mechanisms as the cause for chromosomal distribution bias for duplicated genes. In addition, our work extends the observation for retrogene movement out of the X to Drosophila branches other than those that include D. melanogaster, supporting the idea that this pattern is a general, recent, and on-going process of Drosophila gene evolution. Bhutkar et al. (2007) identified Drosophila genes that were positionally relocated across Muller elements using the recently generated genome sequences of 12 species. We selected the singlegene relocations that occurred between Muller elements that correspond to different D. melanogaster chromosomes (X, 2, 3, and 4). We excluded all multiple gene relocations to avoid violating statistical test assumptions of independency of events. In order to assign directionality to the relocations, we selected those cases where the derived state is clear: In a group of ortholog genes, one species or one branch shows a different chromosome location compared with its sister group and one more outgroup (Fig. 1) . For example, relocations between subgenus Sophophora and subgenus Drosophila were discarded from our analysis since direction cannot be predicted. Derived state refers to the gene relocated to a different chromosome, whereas ancestral state refers to the genes in the sister group and in one more outgroup.
Methods

Direction of interchromosome gene relocations
In D. pseudoobscura, D. persimilis, D. willistoni, and Branch G (Fig. 2) , Muller elements A and D were counted as the X chromosome. Relocations on external branches were analyzed separately (Tables 1, 2; Supplemental Table S1 ).
Classification of relocation movement: RNA or DNA based
The molecular processes that relocate genes can be classified into two categories: (1) processes occurring at the DNA level (e.g., duplication by illegimate recombination, duplication mediated by transposable elements), and (2) processes occurring at the RNA level (retroposition). Cases where the ancestral state is a multipleexon gene and the derived state is a single-exon gene were classified as RNA-based relocations, whereas cases with multiple-exonderived state genes were classified as DNA-based relocations, irrespective of the number of exons in the ancestral state. Intron loss and gain might mislead the assignment of genes in relocation categories. However, low rates of intron loss and gain in the Drosophila genus (;7% and 1%, respectively; Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007), could not play a major role in the out-of-the-X pattern observed both in DNA-or RNA-based relocations. Additionally, single-exon to multiple-exon relocations are useful to estimate other types of intron incorporation such as the creation of chimeric genes by recruiting other intronic regions. Five cases observed demonstrate how rare an intron incorporation is and could not account for significant changes in the out-of-the-X movement observed in DNA-based relocations.
Cases where both ancestral and derived state are single-exon genes were analyzed separately, since it is not possible to determine their relocation mechanism basis: DNA or RNA level. Nonetheless, we were able to extend the out-of-the-X observation to those single-exon relocations (Supplemental Table S2 ). 
Expected number of interchromosomal gene movements
We used similar calculations to those described in Betrán and colleagues (2002) . In brief, based on a random model, we assumed that (1) the number of interchromosomal gene relocations generated by a given chromosome (source chromosome) is proportional to its number of genes, and (2) the capacity of a given chromosome to accept inserted genes is proportional to its size (target chromosome). Such assumptions could be described as the following formula. Let F and T be in {X, A} with A itself being in {2, 3, 4}. Then, the expected proportion of a given chromosomal movement can be written as
where P = P X!A + P A!X + P A!A . Gene chromosome numbers (N) and euchromatic chromosome sizes (L) across different species were retrieved from Bhutkar et al. (2008) and Schaeffer et al. (2008) (Supplemental Tables S3,  S4 ). Chromosome sizes for D. melanogaster were obtained from UCSC genome browser, version dm2 (Kuhn et al. 2007 ). In D. pseudoobscura, D. persimilis, D. willistoni, and Branch G (Fig. 2) , Muller elements A and D were pooled together to calculate expectations for movements in and out of the X chromosome. Expectation values were calculated for each species based on its chromosome sizes and its gene numbers. D. melanogaster values were used to calculate expectation values for branches B, C, D, E, and F, whereas D. pseudoobscura and D. mojavensis were used for branches G and H, respectively. Final expectation values were calculated weighing all individual expectation values according to the number of observed relocations found in each species or branch.
In the case of RNA-based relocations, we considered the frequency of retroposition to a given chromosome in the population (f ij ) to calculate the expected values of relocations. The frequency depends on the relative population sizes of the chromosomes, which is 0.75 when the X chromosome is the target. Assuming complete dosage compensation, the relative population size of X chromosome when considered as the source chromosome is 1.
For DNA-based relocations, meiotic recombination hot spots could potentially increase the frequency of chromosomal rearrangements, such as translocations (affecting both source and target chromosomes). Since there is no crossing-over in Drosophila males, recombination rates are the same for the X chromosomes and autosomes as it is a product of population size (X = 3/4; A = 1) and the time spent in females (X = 2/3; A = 1/2) (the recombining sex) (Betrán et al. 2002) . Therefore, the term (f ij ) plays no role in the equation and was considered equal to 1.
Recombination rates of the target chromosome could affect both DNA-and RNA-based relocation in an opposite way. Regions of low recombination are more prone to inserted elements because they are less likely to be deleted by unequal recombination (Langley et al. 1988; Sniegowski and Charlesworth 1994) . As it is a product of population size and time spent in females, recombination rates of X and autosomes remains the same.
Although some species across the Drosophila genus do not show male crossing-over as D. mediopunctata from a Drosophila subgroup (Carvalho et al. 1997) , we calculated expectation values for RNA-and DNA-based movements considering the range of zero to regular male meiotic recombination. There were no qualitative changes from previously observed patterns.
Expression analysis
Male expression data (EST or microarray) for non-melanogaster genomes are not complete. EST male-related data are available for five Drosophila species, but mostly in low numbers. Microarray data for male/female comparisons recovered male-biased expression for just 30% of previously reported retrogenes (Bai et al. 2006; Sturgill et al. 2007 ). In addition, there is no microarray expression data available for almost 50% of our DNA-based relocations, probably due to reduced probe numbers covering lineage or species-specific young genes of non-melanogaster genomes. Therefore, we concluded that D. melanogaster microarray testis expression data would be more adequate to test our DNA-based and RNA-based movement.
In order to verify the male expression of genes relocated in the Drosophila genus, we analyzed only cases where the derivate state is present in D. melanogaster (Supplemental Table S1 ). For male expression of parental genes, we analyzed only the cases where D. melanogaster corresponded to the ancestral state. We obtained testis expression from a FlyAtlas tissue search (http:// www.flyatlas.org; Chintapalli et al. 2007 ). Male-biased expression between X!A and A! (autosome to autosome or to the X chromosome) relocations were assessed using Fisher's exact tests.
Functionality test
Although there is no prior reason to assume these relocated genes are pseudogenes, we performed the functionality test based on sequence alignment to ensure these protein-coding gene models are indeed of high quality.
We downloaded the updated ortholog mappings and sequence annotations from FlyBase (June 2008). Based on the accession number for D. melanogaster, we can retrieve all ortholog genes together with their corresponding coding sequences (CDS) or protein sequences for the other 11 species. We then constructed codon-based alignments and performed the likelihood ratio test (LRT) using the Codeml program in the PAML package (Yang 2007) . Specifically, we classified all cases into two groups, translocation and duplication. As for the former, we tested the null model with an expectation of K a /K s equal to 1. In contrast, following previous works, for paralogs the null model is a K a /K s equal to 0.5 (Betrán et al. 2002; Emerson et al. 2004) . Selecting which sequences to compare is not straightforward.
For branch translocations, we compared the most unrelated relocated genes within the branch. For example, in the case of CG2657, its relocation occurred at Branch B. Hence, we compared the orthologs from D. melanogaster and D. persimilis, which correspond to the longest evolutionary distance. As for species translocations, we compared the species-specific relocated gene with its closest ortholog. For example, for pck (CG14779), whose relocation is D. ananassae specific, we compared D. ananassae and D. erecta sequences.
For all duplications, considering numerous changes of accession numbers in the 11 Drosophila species, we inferred the relocated paralogs semiautomatically. Specifically, we searched the D. melanogaster ortholog based on within-species BLASTP and defined the paralog as the best hit. A subsequent manual check was performed to ensure that they were derived from different chromosomes. For branch duplications, we performed LRT tests for the species with the lowest protein identity or the highest K a values between the parental and offspring genes. Our goal was to perform a conservative test to investigate whether these pairs of genes are under constraint even if they have diverged at the protein level. Finally, for species-specific duplications, we performed tests for between interchromosome paralogs.
Given protein sequences and CDS, bl2seq in the BLAST package was used to construct protein alignments, which were converted into codon-based alignment using PAL2NAL (Suyama et al. 2006) . The results of LRT like K a , K s , and P-values are shown in Supplemental Table 1 . For comparison, K a and K s calculated with an NG model in BioPerl (Stajich et al. 2002 ) is also included. We were unable to perform functionality tests based on a LRT framework for ;9% of relocations due to the following scenarios: (1) possible wrong gene model or wrong homology assignment and (2) identical sequence comparisons.
